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INTRODUCTION

Most earthquake location algorithms are based on ray-theory 
travel-times and thus require as input data the onset times of 
body-wave phases such as P and S at a number of stations. It is 
o!en easy to detect and pick the "rst P onset times manually 
since the human eye can identify a change in amplitude or fre-
quency in a signal even in the presence of high noise levels. #e 
picking of S
are o!en emergent and buried in the P coda, though at very 
short ranges the S onset can be impulsive and of high ampli-
tude relative to the P coda. Automatic detection and picking 
of phase onsets is much faster and can be more consistent than 

large datasets and for real-time systems. However, robust, auto-
matic, real-time detection and picking of phase onsets on noisy, 

Real-time seismic monitoring and earthquake early-warn-
ing systems must be capable of producing estimates and uncer-
tainties on the location and size of an earthquake beginning 
a few seconds a!er the event is "rst detected (e.g., Kanamori 

et al. et al.
this requirement, an automatic phase detector and picker 
must identify phases and produce robust onset timing, tim-
ing uncertainty, onset polarity, and amplitude information, all 
within the order of 1 second or less of the phase onset time. In 

the sensor hardware, a detector and picker must use minimal 
computing resources, should not require knowledge of detec-

-
ing large events. #e picker must operate stably on continuous, 

in general be noisy and may contain spikes and gaps.

Automatic Detection and Picking Algorithms
Automatic detection and picking algorithms are based on the 
identi"cation of changes in energy, frequency content, polariza-
tion, or other characteristics of the signal relative to the back-
ground or long-term level of the corresponding characteristic. 
O!en these algorithms are applied to pre"ltered time-series to 
reduce noise or augment signal in preset or dynamically deter-
mined frequency bands or polarization directions. See Withers 
et al.

#e most basic and widely used class of methods for phase 
onset detection and picking is based on comparison between 
the short-term averages (STA) of a characteristic function 

#ese methods are o!en referred to as STA/LTA or energy 

absolute value or the square of the signal or its time derivative, 
and detection declared when the ratio of a short-term aver-
age (STA) to a long-term average (LTA) of this function (the 

threshold value. A!er phase onset detection, a pick time and 

detection time and the last previous time that the STA/LTA 

processing of the signal around the detection time. Two widely 

time derivative at successive samples. #e use of the derivative 

higher frequency content of the signal, as needed for detect-
ing the initial onset times of body-wave phases for local and 

detection threshold value. (AMRA) Scarl, Naples, Italy 
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Autoregressive (AR) methods (Sleeman and van Eck 

a phase onset has already been detected. AR methods work on 
the principle that a window of the time-series containing signal 
from a seismic event has di$erent statistical properties than a 
window containing noise. Using one or more models for the 
form of the signal, these methods analyse di$erent subwin-
dows of the time-series to "nd an optimal point that separates 
a subwindow with statistical properties of noise from one of 
noise plus signal. #is optimal point determines the pick time.

Other methods for seismic phase detection and picking 
are based on neural network analysis, polarization analysis, 
frequency analysis, and other approaches (e.g.

Pickers for Real-Time Seismic Monitoring and 
Earthquake Early Warning
Many automatic detection and picking algorithms are not 
suitable for real-time seismic monitoring and earthquake early 
warning. Some methods, such as AR and those based on polar-
ization and frequency analyses, require a window of signal 

reporting time and thus cannot provide pick information rap-
idly. Other methods, such as AR, which require a previous 
pick detection, and those using frequency-domain analyses, 

-
ing algorithms provide realistic timing uncertainty on the 
picks, required for developing reliable and informative loca-
tion uncertainties and probabilistic location information (e.g., 

et al.
et al. 2009). In general, STA/LTA energy methods pro-

real-time and early-warning systems.
Here we introduce a general purpose, broadband phase 

detector and picker algorithm (FilterPicker) that is applicable 
to real-time seismic monitoring and earthquake early warn-

is designed so that it operates stably on continuous, real-time, 

and produces a realistic time uncertainty on the pick.

THE FILTERPICKER ALGORITHM

#e FilterPicker (FP hereina!er) operates on a discretized time-
series signal y(i) with sample interval %T. #is signal may have 
little or no preprocessing—it may be a broadband data stream 
as output from a digitizer without "ltering or mean removal. 

-
tic operations (i.e.
logarithms, or transform algorithms) and so is computationally 

#e FP algorithm makes use of decay constants for accu-
mulating time-averaged statistics on the signal independently 
of the elapsed time since the start of the signal. For a statistic 
S = f!(y), the time-averaged value Slong is given by

Slong i =C long Slong i 1 + 1 C long S i , (1)

where S(i) is an instantaneous value of S and Clong Clong
is a decay constant de"ned by Clong T / Tlong Tlong 
is a time-averaging scale.

Simple Multiband Processing
To perform broadband picking, we "rst apply "rst-di$erences 
to the raw broadband signal y(i) to obtain a di$erential signal, 
y'(i),

, (2)

where y(0) is initialized to the mean of y(i) in the "rst time 
interval Tlong, or the mean of all y(i) if they cover an inter-
val < Tlong.

Yn(i) = Yn
LP(i), 

n!  Nband y'(i) using two simple one-pole 
high-pass "lters,

and

  Yn
HP2 i = Cn

HP Yn
HP2 i 1 +Y HP1 i Y HP1 i 1 , (4)

followed by one simple one-pole low-pass "lter,

, (5)

with "lter constants Cn
HP = wn/(wn T) and Cn

LP =! %T/
(wn! T), time constant wn = Tn/2&, corner period 
Tn = 2n%T, and y'(0), Yn

HP1(0) and Yn
HP2(0) initialized to 

zero. Nband is chosen so that TNband–1 = 2Nband–1%T is greater 
than the largest dominant period of phases to be picked. For 

T = 0.01 sec and phases with a dominant period 
of up to 1 sec are to be picked, then Nband should be at least 
ceiling[log2 Tn(n!  = {0.01, 0.02, 

Nband should not be set 
higher than necessary since the overall FP computation time 
increases directly with Nband.

E$ectively, Equations 2 through 5 produce simply and 
-

ter periods just under Tn (Figures 1A and 2). #e di$eren-
tiation of Equation 2 serves to augment higher frequencies, 
while the use of only one one-pole low-pass "lter preserves 
higher frequencies and thus impulsive onsets, relative to the 
nominal Tn for each band. #e resulting time-series for band 
n 
time series emphasizes the highest frequencies in the signal 
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 Figure 1. Synthetic example of FP multiband filtered traces and picking results. The synthetic time-series is composed of a 1 sec sine 
signal beginning at 1 m 0.0 sec and a 10 sec sine signal beginning at 1 m 10 sec, superimposed on sine noise around 5 sec plus integrated 
Gaussian noise. (Data: broadband, 20 samples/sec; Picker (default values): Tfilter = 15.0 sec, Tlong = 25.0 sec, S1 = 10.0 sec, S2 = 10.0 sec, 
Tup = 1.0 sec). (A) Signals: Trace (0): raw broadband time-series; Traces (1)–(5): filtered signals; Trace (6): summary CF, F C (i ). 
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 Figure 1 (continued). Broadband signal and CFs: Trace (0): raw broadband velocity; Traces (1)–(5): CFs for filtered signals; Trace (6): 
summary CF, F C (i ). Pick uncertainties shown with a horizontal bar; the uncertainty bar for pick P0 is too narrow to appear clearly. The 
first pick (P0) triggered on band n = 0 (T0 = 0.05 sec, trace (1)) and the second pick (P1) triggered on band n = 8 (T8 = 12.8 sec, trace (5)). 
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 Figure 2. Broadband, teleseismic example of FP multiband filtered traces and picking results for 1999.08.17 M 7.6 Turkey earthquake 
recorded at station G:RER. (Data: broadband, 20 samples/sec; Picker (default values): Tfilter = 15.0 sec, Tlong = 25.0 sec, S1 = 10.0 sec, 
S2 = 10.0 sec, Tup = 1.0 sec). Trace (0): raw broadband velocity; Traces (1)–(5): filtered signals; Trace (6): summary CF, F C (i ). Pick uncer-
tainties shown with a horizontal bar; the uncertainty bar for pick P0 is too narrow to appear clearly. The first pick (P0) triggered on band 
n = 0 (T0 = 0.05 sec, trace (1)) and the second pick (P1) triggered on band n = 8 (T8 = 12.8 sec, trace (5)).
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(e.g., Figures 1A and 2, trace (1)). With increasing n the signal 
includes longer and longer periods (Figures 1A and 2, traces 
(1) to (5)).

Characteristic Function

each band n an envelope function, En,

, (6)

and a characteristic function, Fn
C(i),

   
Fn

C i = En i <En> i 1
< En! > i 1

where <En>(i En i
sample i En and the standard-deviation of En, respec-
tively, are accumulated using the decay constant Clong accord-
ing to Equation 1. #e characteristic function Fn

C (Figure 1B, 
traces (1) to (5)) quanti"es the variation of En relative to its 
background level, represented by the mean value <En>, scaled 

En Tlong corresponding to the 
decay constant Clong. 

F C(i), is formed by 
setting F C(i Fn

C(i n! Nband

F C(i) helps to ensure triggering when 
a phase-onset has a relatively narrow band-width compared to 
the background noise, especially when the noise level is simi-
lar to or greater than the onset level. An alternate use of, for 

triggering less likely for weaker and narrow-band onsets.
Since the time-average values <En>(i  and 

En i
background signal levels, F C(i) is automatically adaptive rela-
tive to recent signal levels. In addition, the use of a di$erential 
signal (Equation 2) makes F C(i) insensitive to the absolute 
signal amplitude (a!er a stabilization time much larger than 
the time scale Tlong), thus the picker can be applied directly 
to broadband signals that have o$sets, microseismic noise, or 
other noise at periods longer than TNband, i.e., longer than the 
dominant period of any phases of interest.

Triggering and Pick Declaration
F C(i) (e.g., Figures 1 and 2, trace (6)) is moni-

tored at each time step to check for triggers or pick declara-
tions. A trigger is declared when F C(i) ' S1, where S1 is a pre-
de"ned trigger threshold, the corresponding trigger time, ttrig, 

n) with 
Fn

C(i) ' S1 is de"ned as the trigger band, k. Given a prede"ned 
time width, Tup, a pick is declared if and when, within a win-
dow up from ttrig to ttrig Tup, the integral of F C(i), "upF C(i)
%T S2 Tup, where S2 is a prede"ned thresh-

old. To prevent picking of spikes (a single data point with 
anomalously large amplitude), the contribution to "upF C(i)
%T S1. Since F C(i) is the 

larger events, following each declared pick a new pick cannot 
be declared before F C(i) drops below F C(i) = 2.

Pick Time, Uncertainty, Polarity, and Strength
Fn

C(i), for each band n rises past the 
time-average <Fn

C

Clong according to Equation 1, with <Fn
C

0.5 ( <Fn
C S1/2), the corresponding sample time is stored 

as a potential pick time, tn
pick, for the corresponding band. 

When a pick is declared for trigger band k, if the time di$er-
ence ttrig tk

pick is less than 1/40th the band corner period, i.e., 
Tk/40, then ttrig is delayed enough to satisfy this condition. #e 
pick time, tpick, is set to tk

pick. #us tpick is set near the last point 
k, 

and earlier than ttrig, at which there is certainty of phase energy 
(F C(i) ' S1). #e pick uncertainty, #pick, is set equal to the 
interval from tpick to ttrig, giving a pick time with uncertainty 
speci"ed by tpick ± #pick

a detailed view for a "rst arrival phase. #e value F C(ttrig) is 
taken as an indicator of pick strength.

#e polarity of the pick is determined by comparing the 
sums of the values and the sums of the absolute values of the 
"rst di$erences of the "ltered signal values, Yk(i), between tk

pick
 

and ttrig

otherwise the polarity is set as unknown. All "gures show 

shows a detailed view for a "rst arrival phase.

VALIDATION AND COMPARISON WITH THE 
EARTHWORM PICKER

et al. 2012, this issue) the 

from the Earthworm seismic processing system (Bittenbinder et 
al. 1994) are optimized using a set of local and regional earth-
quake and noise recordings from the Irpinia Seismic Network 

et al.

using about 6,000 traces of local and regional earthquakes and 
-

produces a higher number of picks corresponding to manual 

et al. 2012 (this issue).

et al. 2012, 
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 Figure 3. Phase onset and pick uncertainty FP example for a small local event recorded at ISNet station VDS3 (Data: broadband, 
125 samples/sec; Picker: optimized values from Vassallo et al. 2012, this issue, see Table 1). Trace (0): raw broadband velocity; Traces 
(1)–(4): filtered signals with Tn = 0.008, 0.032, 0.128, 0.512 sec, respectively; Trace (5): summary CF, FC (i ). Pick uncertainty shown with a 
horizontal bar. The pick (P0) triggered on band n = 5 (T5 = 0.256 sec, intermediate between traces (3) and (4)). Note the moderate signal-
to-noise level; clear, dilatational P onset; and pick uncertainty on the raw broadband trace (0). The uncertainty bounds begin before 
the last sample in the background noise level and end clearly within the onset signal.
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the "rst arrival for all noise levels. For the lowest noise level, 

et al. 2012, 

Both pickers show mean values near 0 sec and small dispersion 
at lower noise levels, and an indication of delays a!er the man-
ual picks at the highest noise levels.

#e performance of the two pickers is also compared when 
simulating the complete process of picking, phase association, 
and event detection within Earthworm. #is is done for three 

the ISNet network, 104 events outside network, and 49 false 

et al. 2012, this issue). For events inside the network the total 

EW. All events with magnitude higher than 2.5 are detected 
using both pickers, while for the events with magnitude lower 

-

for detecting all events. For the false event dataset, processing 
using FP produces only 10 event declarations, much lower than 

APPLICATION EXAMPLES

Application of the FP to a broadband, teleseismic, P-wave 
recording with low signal-to-noise ratio is shown in Figure 2. 
#e picker recovers a higher frequency, impulsive "rst arrival 
(P
level, and a later, longer-period secondary arrival (P
shows application to a moderate signal-to-noise level but clear, 
longer-period P onset for a local earthquake. #e picker picks a 
dilatation onset on the longer-period multiband traces (traces 

the highest frequency trace (1). #e picker sets the uncertainty 

the background noise to the "rst point clearly in the signal and 
above the background noise level. 

Figure 4 shows application to a low signal-to-noise sig-
nal with emergent P onset from a small local earthquake. 
#e picker "nd a "rst pick (P0) where there a clear, impulsive 

(4) in Figure 4), though this energy is low amplitude and emer-
gent in the broadband trace (0) and might not be identi"ed by 
manual picking. A second pick (P1) is visible but emergent on 
the broadband trace (0) but is impulsive on the intermediate 

-
cates how improved triggering and picking for narrower-band 

-
F C(i).

#e FP picker is currently implemented within the ISNet 
prototype regional earthquake early-warning system in south-
ern Italy (Satriano et al. 2010) and within Early-est, a proto-
type real-time earthquake location and tsunami-warning mon-

(http://early-est.rm.ingv.it). Lancieri et al. 
(2011) successfully employed the FP to pick continuous records 
of the Mw

#e FP phase detector and picker is available in the pro-
gram SeisGram2K (http://alomax.net/seisgram) under the 

http://alomax.
net/FilterPicker or from the authors. #e default values for the 
picker parameters are listed in Table 1.

CONCLUSION

FP is a general purpose, broadband phase detector and picker 
that is applicable to real-time seismic monitoring and earth-

-

-
ing, realistic timing uncertainty, onset polarity, and amplitude 
information. #e FP picker is currently operating successfully 

TABLE 1
FilterPicker Parameters

Parameter  Default Vassallo et al. 2012*†  Notes

Filter Window (Tfilter) 300!T 0.865 sec = 108!T Nband = ceiling[log2(Tfilter"/"!T )]

Long Term Window (Tlong) 500!T 12.0 sec = 1500!T Clong = 1 – Tlong!/!!T

Threshold 1 (S1) 10 9.36

Threshold 2 (S2) 10 9.21

tUpEvent (Tup) 20!T 0.388 sec = 49!T

* optimized using a set of local and regional earthquake and noise recordings from ISNet
† !T = 0.008 sec
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 Figure 4. Noisy trace example of FP multiband filtered traces and picking results for a small regional event recorded at ISNet station 
COL3 (Data: broadband, 125 samples/s; Picker (default values): Tfilter = 2.4 sec, Tlong = 4.0 sec, S1 = 10.0 sec, S2 = 10.0 sec, Tup = 0.16 s). 
Trace (0): raw broadband velocity; Traces (1)–(5): filtered signals; Trace (6): summary CF, FC (i ). Pick uncertainty shown with a horizon-
tal bar. The first pick (P0) triggered on band n = 6 (T6 = 0.512 sec, trace (4)) and the second pick (P1) triggered on band n = 3 (T3 = 0.064 
sec, intermediate between traces (2) and (3)). Note the low signal-to-noise level and emergent P onset on the raw broadband trace 
(0). The peak in the CF near 20 m 33.3 sec is larger than the trigger threshold, S1, but does not produce a pick because the condition 
#upFC (i ) > S2·Tup, is not satisfied.
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within the ISNet earthquake early-warning system and within 

time picks and pick uncertainties used for rapid event detec-
tion, phase association, event location, and "rst-motion, fault 
mechanism determination.

Unlike many pickers, FP has few parameters, all of which 

Tup a!er the trigger 

default value of Tup is 0.2 sec, allowing picking well within the 
time limits required for determining the location and size of 
an earthquake for early warning. Investigation and testing of 

presented here (Figures 1, 2, and 4) show that the default FP 
parameter settings generally work well. However, Table 1 shows 

et al. 

#ese results indicate that, if necessary or convenient, the 
default picker parameters can be used for many applications, 
though better picker performance may be obtained through 
optimization or trial-and error tuning of the parameters. 

et al. 2012 
(this issue) to outperform an optimized Earthworm picker, 

earthquakes at the ISNet in southern Italy. FP, with respect to 

false picks. In simulations of the complete process of picking, 
et al. 2012 (this 

the true seismic events (in all the magnitude ranges investigated) 
and produces fewer event declarations for false events. 
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